TOP SECRET NO MORE!!

This Cold War relic was so secret that even its logo was fake.

For the first time ever, the Point Sur Naval Facility is now open for walking tours. It is the only remaining complete, stand alone (SOSUS) Naval Facility (from the Cold War) on the West Coast. As part of the Point Sur State Historic Park, restoration is beginning and limited access is possible.

Docents will share the top-secret mission of the base and how the base worked. They will recount an era of stealth weapons, clandestine operations and spies. Many of the details are still considered top-secret, but we can now share newly unclassified information.

1 1/2 hour walking tours on level ground:
Saturdays and Sundays at 10am.
Fee: $10 for adults, $5 for children 6 thru 17.
Children 5 and under are free.